ENCOURAGING POSITIVE BEHAVIOR
These small steps can reap big behavior rewards

When most parents think of discipline, they think of punishment. But good
discipline is really guidance, and that often involves using praise.

Children learn what they are like from other people. The ways parents respond to
children influence how children feel about themselves.
Using praise to help correct inappropriate behaviors can be as effective as using
punishment. Praise helps children feel good about themselves.
Correcting inappropriate behavior and punishing a child is sometimes necessary.
But you should balance out punishment by giving at least an equal amount of
praise. Catch your child being good!
A little praise goes a long way. If you want your child to think he or she is valuable,
lovable, appreciated, your child needs to know you feel that way.
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• Praise good behavior
often, it takes more
motivation from the
parent to stop negative behaviors.
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• Praise immediately. Don’t wait to give
praise.

• Don’t use love as a
reward. You always
Praise can keep a child
love and accept your
cooperating or good
child no matter what
behavior going.
he or she does. Tell
your child you do.
Use praise for picking
up their things, eating • Make sure your child
meals, doing homeunderstands that your
work, going to bed on
love for him or her has
time
nothing to do with you
not liking a behavior.
Keep praise words
When your child missimple “ good job for
behaves, for example
picking up”, “ thank
say, “ I love you, but
you”, “ give me a highI don’t like when you
five”
call me names.
Cheer and applaud
• Model positive
your child when a task
behaviors at all times.
is completed.

• Many times you will
need to praise siblings
differently.
• Boost the child’s
self-esteem praise in
front of other people
and give unexpected
praise.
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• Strengthen your
relationship with your
child, so that you both
enjoy each other’s
company.
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